Privacy and Cookie Policies
Privacy policy
We at elitedisplay are committed to protecting your privacy. We know that you the consumer are
concerned what happens to personal information provided by you. We promise that we will only use
the information you provide us with securely and lawfully in accordance with the Data Protection Act
1998. We treat all information as private and confidential. We will only use the information provided by
you for the purpose of processing your order and the delivery of goods. All credit and debit card
transaction as processed through a secure server. You may receive emails from elitedisplay
regarding your current orders or occasional special offers. Your email address will be used by us only
for this purpose. We promise not to sell or pass on your data to any partner companies or third
parties. If you have any query regarding privacy, please feel free to contact us.
...........................................................................................................
Cookies Policy
Cookies, what are cookies?
A cookie is a small text file that is downloaded on your device when you visit a website. It is sent to
your computer or mobile device browser from a website’s server and is stored on your device’s hard
drive. They are used in order for websites to recognise you and allow some content and features of
the website/s you are visiting to be tailored to you.
For further information visit http://www.allaboutcookies.org/cookies/
What is the purpose of cookies?
Cookies enable us to provide an enhanced user experience by remembering your preferences and
tailor our website to suit. For example with online shopping, cookies that record the information you
enter will be stored so that in future visits you don’t have to re-enter all of your information.
Opting Out of Cookies
If you prefer, you can restrict, block or delete cookies by changing your browser settings but that may
mean that certain sections of our website may not work.
Types of Cookies
First Party Cookies - These are set by the website you are visiting and can only be read by them.
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Third Party Cookies - These are set by external organizations that are used for added services. For
example websites may have embedded content such as YouTube videos and cookies may be
gathered by them.
Session Cookies – These are stored for the duration of your visit to the website you are visiting and
are deleted from your device after your user session is finished.
Persistent Cookies- These are stored for a period of time usually when details that you have entered
on the website need to be saved, for example preferences such as your username which is used
regularly
Flash Cookies- These are used differently from other types as they are set by Adobe Flash Player.
For more information on these please visit http://www.adobe.com/security/flashplayer/articles/lso/.
..................................................................................................................
Which Cookies Do We Use?The cookies gathered by our website are handled by our web host
Shopify and they gather the following ;
Name Domain _session_id storefront. Purpose Allows Shopify to store information about your
session (referrer, landing page, etc..). Data Kind Unique Token. Sessional or Persistent? Sessional.
Name Domain _shopify_visit storefront and checkout.shopify.com. Purpose Used by our internal
stats tracker to record the number of visits to the shop. Data Kind None. Sessional or Persistent?
Persistent for 30 minutes from the last visit.
Name Domain _shopify_uniq storefront and checkout.shopify.com. Purpose Counts the number of
visits to a store by a single customer. Data Kind None. Sessional or Persistent? Expires midnight
(relative to the visitor) of the next day.
Name Domain_ cart storefront. Purpose Stores information about the contents of your cart. Data Kind
Unique token. Sessional or Persistent? Persistent for 2 weeks.
Name Domain _secure_session_id storefront. Purpose Stores session information for the checkout
process. Data Kind Unique token. Sessional or Persistent? Sessional.
Name Domain storefront_digest storefront. Purpose If the shop has a password, this is used to
determine if the current visitor has access. Data Kind Unique token. Sessional or Persistent?
Indefinite.
................................................................................................................
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Analytics Tools- We use Google analytics in order for us to better know and understand our website
visitor traffic. This tool dose not gather personnel information about you . We use the information from
our Google analysis to carry out marketing efficiently which in turn allows us to provide higher quality
website content.
Do I Have This Cookie? Name Who Sets It? Purpose. Sessional or Persistent?
Yes. Google Analytics PREF Google .Tracking who visits the store and from where. Persistent for a very short
period

Paypal- We use paypal as as option to pay for your order.
Do I Have This Cookie? Name Who Sets It? Purpose. Sessional or Persistent?
Yes .Unique to each user. PayPal Payment transactions. Sessional
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